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acer's partners with continuum to make a windows 10 mobile device, but continuum is still years away. continuum has always been a feature of windows 10, but it was only recently introduced to windows phones, and it won't be in place for windows 10 mobile until next year, if the beta lasts. acer's liquid jade primo is the
first device of its kind, and it's a good step forward, though it's a little too early to tell if it'll be successful. think of continuum as a high-end version of continuum for windows, or a "windows phone for the desktop." the idea is that your computer's display can be used as an always-on, visible touchscreen tablet whenever a

phone is not available. microsoft has been working on the idea for some time, and the company has now shown off its take on the "real" continuum, which it terms " continuum for windows." the company had previously shown off experiences including input and movement data being sent to your computer (and
sometimes apps, not just windows) using the old version of continuum. microsoft states that the more modern, new version of continuum is more comfortable and accessible. gadgets have done away with buttons, and this is exemplified in the liquid jade primo. instead, there are touch-based gestures such as a swipe-up

to go home or an upward swipe to access the phone menu. and that's how we'll get to the phone's hub: you can reach it from the right edge of the display, and it is a small icon you can tap on to reveal something akin to a pc's start menu. remember, this is not a pc, so things are still a little different.
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it's hard to be patient when a company like acer has already announced it's windows 10 mobile-powered phone. it's
probably not on store shelves until next year. you can get your fix, though, if you're willing to stick around for a few
days of ces, which is why acer brought a teaser device to the show, a device called the liquid jade primo. it is quite a

good size but a bit of a beast. it doesnt weigh more than 225 grams, not ideal for a flagship phone, but we will have to
wait and see how much practical importance this carries, as the price tag in itself is high, at 3,099 rmb ($460, at the

time of writing). while the zenfone 3 series has found a sweet spot in the mid-range (and lower) market, the zenfone 3
deluxe would be a sure-fire hit in this segment. a solid 4k display, a good size, 13 and 5mp cameras and the all-round
zenui make the premium a highly worthy option for mid-range users. the ace true is a second performance-segment
handset offering from the taiwanese giant, and if the ram slot is supported will make for an interesting option in the

segment. we are a bit worried about the camera, although the specs on paper are rather interesting, but many
smartphones under 2,000 rmb feature low-res cameras. acer's liquid jade primo is coming to the market in a number
of countries around the globe. after going to the market of europe and asia, its now coming to the middle east and
north africa. the phone is currently listed in turkey, where it is sold under the dizel brand, and will launch in saudi

arabia soon. a western european edition with the zt258 chipset and 2gb of ram will release in the first half of 2016.
pricing will be around $350/€350 in europe. we can expect the phone to be sold in other regions like the us, canada,

australia, japan and russia as well. 5ec8ef588b
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